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SiteInfo 
– Fully integrated level measurement for more effective transports, 
reduced lead times and elimination of return handling

THE BEGINNING OF AN EFFICIENT LOGISTICS



Complete level control
SiteInfo is a cloud based level measurement service that makes your logistics easy and more 
effective. Regardless the time, by simply using a browser, tablet or smartphone you will be able 
to read a multitude of information regarding your tanks. Without the need for onsite personnel 
you will always know the current volume of the product present in the tank. You will no longer 
have to deal with empty tanks, unnecessary deliveries and costly return handling.

Readouts
When you log in to SiteInfo, all the sites that 
are connected to the service are shown. You 
gain a quick overview of all the sites to which 
you deliver as well as relevant information. You 
are able to customize this overview page to 
show and sort the site after the things you find 
relevant, for example by country or by product. 
When the number of connected sites begins to 
grow you can quickly find the information you 
need by combining your choice of columns and 
filters. In case you would like an alert e-mail to 
be sent to the appropriate persons you are able 
to do this for each and every individual tank. 
Level history is saved hourly and is presented in 
both a table and a graph.

Level measurement wherever you are
With SiteInfoApp you can read out the levels in your tank wherever you are. It is created for the end user and ties together 
the functions of SiteInfo. The use of SiteInfoApp is free for any user of SiteInfo, it is a service we provied to give you more 
efficient day-to-day operations. It is possible to customize SiteInfoApp specifically for your company with your own logo 
and the settings you find relevant. Please contact us for more information regarding the possibilities.

Graph and forecast
In the graph you will get a historic overview of the 
consumption in the tank during the time period of your 
choice. The historic level data is saved up to three years. 
In the graph you can see the alarm and warning levels 
configured for the tank. You can also see the safety volume 
and dead volume configured for the tank. The transmitted 
level data gives you detailed statistics about each site. 
You are able to see the average consumption per day, the 
amount of deliveries to the tank during the chosen time 
period and more. Based on historical level data in graph you 
are able to set a consumption forecast for the tank.



SiteInfo gives you a full overview
As a user with admin rights you have access to additional 
administrative functions. You are able to see the users who 
have access to your sites, their user rights and you will be 
able to create new user accounts. You will also be able to 
edit users, contacts and products. With SiteInfo and its map 
functionality you are able to get an overview of the tanks 
you have connected to the service with alarm and warning 
levels. If an alarm is triggered you will be able to see the site 
in which a tank has triggered an alarm displayed on  
the map.

Product SiteMonitor SiteEasy SiteBasic Import

Report interval Every 10 min *) Manual As agreed

Level notification 4 4 4 4

Stock reports 4 4 4 4

Forecast 4 4 4 4

Administration 4 4 4 4

Graf with statistics 4 4 4 4

Map 4 4 4 4

Delivery planning 4 4 4

GPS 4

Reports, level alert, dry run 4 4 4

Unknown level change. Update every 10 min 4

Consumption deviations **) 4 4 4

Turnover produkt **) 4 4 4

Temperature alarms/history **) 4 4

Extended statistics, monthly consumption etc. **) 4 4 4

Water alarm/history **) 4 4

*) One to five times a day depending on equipment.
**) Depending on equipment.

Reports
By using SiteInfo you will get access to standardized reports 
for such things as stock and volume history. The reports are 
shown in SiteInfo but can be exported to Excel. By utilizing a 
specific set of columns and filters you are able to create your 
own reports that you are then able to export to Excel.

Functional overview

Get complete control
Optimize your logistics    Reduced transports
Analyze consumption patterns    Optimized planning
Eliminate emergency deliveries    Increased customer satisfaction
Avoid return handling   Reduced costs and a more efficient degree of filling
Fewer phone calls from clients   Reduced administrative costs



MEASURE CONNECT DISPLAY AB
Gasverksvägen 1, SE-611 35 Nyköping, Sweden 
Tel: 0155-  22 27 90  E-post: info@mcd.se

www.mcd.se

MCD IS A SERVICE PROVIDER which offers its customers an in-house developed level measurement platform to companies in 
need of a remote monitoring solution for products in liquid and solid form.

OUR LEVEL MEASUREMENT SERVICE SITEINFO is to be continuously developed with the goal of providing a user-friendly  
tool for an increased optimization of order management, bulk logistics and wet stock management. SiteInfo is a tool that  
makes day-to-day logistics easy.

MCD IS WITHOUT  DOUBT SWEDEN’S LEADING PROVIDER OF REMOTE TANK MONITORING SOLUTIONS. This position 
has been reached by listening and learning from our customers, by investing in Research & Development and by constantly 
challenging common point of views. In a dynamic market, there is no time to stand still as we are repeatedly challenged by 
new requirements in terms of environmental impact, efficiency and development. We are driven by the necessity to meet these 
demands and additionally supplying our customers with an easier and more efficient day-to-day operation.

Welcome to contact us at MCD AB

SALES

Please contact our sales department  
if you are interested in our services.  

We will guide you to the solution  
that best suits your situation,  

sales@mcd.se

ORDER

If you are already a customer of MCD and 
want to order products and accessories 

to your remote monitoring solution 
please contact our order department,  

order@mcd.se

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Our Technical Support is available 
to answer your technical questions 

regarding Siteinfo Mon-Fri 8-17,  
helpdesk@mcd.se


